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Let 9I be a definite rational quaternion algebra and A a special order in Qf, Con- 
sider the ternary quadratic form realized by restricting the reduced norm of % to 
the elements of trace zero. We derive a relation between a weighted average of the 
number of primitive representions of a positive integer m by the ternary form (sum- 
classes of A) and the class number of the imaginary 
Cl 1986 Academic PISS, 1~. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider ternary quadratic forms realized by restricting 
the norm form of an arbitrary delinite rational quaternion algebra to the 
elements of trace zero. We derive an equation which relates the weighted 
average of the number of primitive representations of an integer by the 
given form (restricted to the isomorphism classes of a lixed order in the 
algebra) to the class number of an associated imaginary quadratic field. 
Consideration of the Dirichlet class number formula and the 
~inkowski-Siegel formulas suggest that the existence of a connection 
between the between the aforementioned quantities is not unexpected. 
However, were one to use these formulas as a basis of a proof, the weighted 
average which resulted would be of the number of primitive representations 
by the different classes in the genus of the given ternary quadratic form. In 
our arithmetic approach, we make no reference to the genus, although one 
is naturally led to the question of how our weighted average is related to 
the one of the Siegel theorem. 
1. NOTATION 
Let Z, Q, IR denote the rational integers, rational numbers and real num- 
bers, respectively. For a finite prime p of Q, denote by Q,, the held of p-adic 
numbers and by ZP the subring of p-adic integers. We shall also let co 
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denote the inlmite prime of Q and sometimes denote lR by Q ~. For a ring 
R, denote by Rx the group of all invertible elements of R, and by A4Z(&) 
the ring of 2 x 2 matrices with entries in R. 
For a quaternion algebra ‘%, denote by N( *) and Tr( *) its reduced norm 
and trace. If 9l is a quaternion algebra over Q, and p is a prime of Q (linite 
or infinite), denote by aP the quaternion algebra ‘% @o QP. If L is a Z- 
submodule of !!I, and p any finite prime of Cl!, let LP = L 63 z ZP. Let p be 
any prime of Q. Up to isomorphism, there are precisely two quaternion 
algebras over QP: MZ(QP) and the unique quaternion division algebra over 
QP. We say that p ramifies in 2l if 91P is a division algebra, and that p splits 
otherwise. The set of ramilied primes is linite, even in number (counting 
co), and characterizes ‘3 up to isomorphism. 
Let K= Cl or QP (p linite) and let 0 be the ring of integers in K. If 9I is a 
quaternion algebra over K, then by an order in %, we shall mean a free 0- 
module A of rank 4 which is also a subring of %I containing 1. One can 
show that for z in an order A, N(E) and Tr(E) are in a. For this and other 
details concerning quaternion algebras, the reader is referred to [15]. 
Throughout, we shall be concerned with definite quaternion algebras 2l. 
Note that in this case, the norm form is positive definite and hence 9.l is a 
division algebra. The dependence upon optimal embeddings in what 
follows extends naturally to the setting of totally delinite quaternion 
algebras over totally real number fields (see [I] and [8]), although for 
concreteness we have restricted ourselves to the case of the rational ground 
held. Let .4 c 93 be an order and ,u E A. We shall say that p is primiriue if 
whenever p = cv with c E Z, v E A, then c = &l. Finally, the cardinahty of a 
finite set A will be denoted either by iA/ or by #A. 
2. ORDERS, EMBEDDINGS, AND REPRESENTATION NUMBERS 
Throughout this section, let ‘3I be a lixed delinite quaternion algebra over 
Q and let Ram(%) denote the set of tinite primes of Q which ramify in 2I. 
2.1. Special Orders 
We are interested in a large class of “special” orders in ‘S, debned and 
studied in a more general setting than our present one in [8]. We recall the 
definition of the special orders restricted to the case of the rational ground 
held. 
Because of the local-global correspondence for orders, (see [16] or 
[20]), to characterize an order ,4 c ‘3, it (basically) suffices to describe its 
local character. We begin with the ramified primes. 
For a prime pi Ram(Q), 21P contains a unique maximal order 
AP = {a E 21P 1 N(E) E Z,, 1 where N is the reduced norm of the algebra. 
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Moreover, ,4p contains a unique (two-sided) maximal ideal 
Yp = { cx G !21p 1 N(x) EZ&,} (see [ 151). Let L be a quadratic held extension 
of C.lp contained in %p and let 0L denote its ring of integers. For a positive 
integer v, set 
R”(L) = 0L + .CY- 1. 
It is immediate to see that R”(L) is an order in a,, and that R,(L) = AP. 
For a split prime ZJ, ‘%p is isomorphic to Mz(Qp) and so for convenience, 
we shall assume that 2I,, has been identitied with MJQp). 
DEFINITION 2.1. An order A c % is said to be speciul if 
(1) There exists a positive integer IV such that for each split prime p 
of 2I, Ap is conjugate by an element of ‘%; to ($zp 2), 
(2) and for each p E Ram(%), there exists a quadratic extension L(p) 
of Qp in ‘?Ip and a positive integer v = v(p) (which is odd if L(p) is 
unramified over QJ~) such that AP = RJL(p)). 
Following tradition, we shall call the number J4 IJe RamCaJp”Cp) the Zevel 
(Stufe) of the special order A, although for technical reasons which need 
not concern us here (see [8-J), the level is actually the more specitic collec- 
tion W; UP), V(P), P e RaMWJ. 
Remark 2.2. It is clear from the local-global correspondence and Sec- 
tion 2.1 of [S], that given a positive integer M and a collection of pairs 
(L(p), v(p)) for the ramified primes as above, that the associated special 
order exists. 
Remark 2.3. Many characterizations of orders which have been studied 
in the past are subsumed by the notion of a special order. Among them are 
maximal orders, Eichler orders [2, 3,4] the split orders of Hijikata [6, 71 
and the orders of level qlqz and p2M studied by Pizer [9, 10, 121. 
2.2. The Role of Optimal Embeddings 
Throughout this section, let m be a positive integer and write m = mOf ‘, 
where m0 is square-free, and put K= Q(G). 
Let A be a special order in VI with level S. A has an ideal theory (see 
[ 111 and [8] for details). In particular, the class number, H, of left ,4- 
ideals is tinite and depends only upon the level (in the technical sense) of 
the order A and not on the particular order itself. Let Zi,..., Z” be a com- 
plete set of representatives of the left A-ideal classes and let Aj be the 
corresponding right orders. The ,4j represent (with possible duplication) all 
of the isomorphism classes of ,4 and are all special orders of the same level 
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as A. In particular, A and Ai are locally isomorphic at all of the finite 
primes. 
We are interested in determining a relation between the number of 
primitive elements p in the right orders Aj with Tr(p)=O and A+) = m 
(i.e., p2 + m = 0) and the class number of locally principal (see [ 181) U- 
ideals for some order 0 in K. The key to obtaining such a relation is to 
relate an element p as above to an embedding d,, : K + 2I. 
For each j= 1,2,..., H, let Wj(m) = {p E Aj/ p2 + m = O}, Aj(m) = # Wj(m) 
and Tj(m) = # {p G Wj(m) 1,~ is primitive, in Aj}. Note that these car- 
dinalities are all Iinite since the norm is positive delinite and the Aj are lat- 
tices. 
Observe that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements 
p G Wj(m) and Q-linear embeddings 4: K -+ 2I with 4(p) l Aj. For an 
order 0 c K, let ~~(0) denote the number of optimal embeddings (see, e.g., 
[ 12, p. 1901 of 0/K into Aj/‘31 and for a finite prime 1, let c,(0) denote the 
number of equivalence classes mod A; of optimal embeddings of CJ’,/K[ into 
A,/‘%), The c,(0) depend only on 0 and the level of A, since all orders of 
the same level are locally isomorphic at all Iinite primes by definition. For 
special orders, the numbers c,(0) are explicitly computed in [8] (see also 
[lo]), Finally, let /r(0) denote the order of the ideal class group of locally 
principal o-ideals and put 8 = Z + Z&. Then connecting the local and 
global embedding theories (and at the heart of the trace formula for the 
Brandt matrices), we have the important 
THEOREM 2.4. [4, 12, 81. Let the notation be as above. Then 
where the sum is over all orders C c K containing fl and the product is over 
all primes 1 dividing the level S of A. 
For a proof of this theorem (for increasingly more general orders) see 
Eichler’s Proposition 5, p. 102 of [4], Pizer’s Corollary 4.10 of [12] and 
Corollary 8.2 of [8]. 
Remark 2.5. It follows from the tables on pp. 692-694 of [lo] that if 
ljS, then c,(0) = 1, a fact of which we shall avail ourselves in the next 
theorem. 
We now reinterpret the theorem above. Recall that an order 0 in K is 
uniquely determined by its discriminant and hence by its index in the 
maximal order of K. Let 0, denote the unique suborder of index 1 in the 
maximal order of K. Thus, 0, represents the maximal order of K. Note that 
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6’ = Of if m,, = 1,2 (4) and 6 = Ozf if m0 s 3 (4). Let F be the index of 8 in 
OI. Then 
where the sum on d is over the positive divisors of F. Also note that 
Aj(m) = &,- Tj(mO&) for each j= 1, 2,..., H. Finally, let 
if mO=l,2(4) 
if m0 c 7 (8) or m. = 3 (8),f= 0 (2). 
if mo= 3 (8),f= 1 (2) 
THEOREM 2.6. Let the notation be as above. Then 
ProojI From Theorem 2.4, we have that for all m 
This is equivalent to 
If m. = 1,2 (4), then F=fand s,,, = 1, so that the result follows by applying 
Mobius inversion to both sides of Eq. (2.2). Note that we have used the 
validity of (2.1) when m is replaced by m/d2, d [A and Remark 2.5. 
Next, suppose mo= 3 (4), and writef=20fo, 2jfo. Then (2.2) becomes 
Again using the validity of (2.1) for all m and applying Mobius inversion, 
we obtain 
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It is well known (see, e.g., Lemma 4.16 of [ 121) that if m0 E 3 (4) then 
Moreover, it follows from Theorems 5.12 and 5.19 of [8] that for an order 
0 c K, c,(0) depends only upon the level of the special order and upon the 
square class of the discriminant of 0 modulo Z/. Thus, if l# 2, 
c,(q) = c,(Q,). 
If a = 0, then (2.3) becomes 
The result now follows immediately in this case from the discussion above 
and Remark 2.5. 
If u > 0, we proceed using the special case of a = 0 and by induction on 
u 2 1. We obtain 
which completes the proof. 
2,3. An exumple 
As an example, we let ‘?I be an arbitrary delinite rational quaternion 
algebra and let A be a maximal order in 2l with class number H. Then the 
level S of A is S = n p where the product is over all of the linite primes 
which ramify in !!I. For a positive integer m, write m = mOf’ with m0 
square-free. Then referring to [4] or the tables in [lo], we see that 
Theorem 2.6 becomes 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A be the discriminunt qf Cl,- und the notution us 
above. Then 
where {A/* ) is Eichler’s generulization of the Kronecker symbol (see 
C4, P. 961). 
Remurk 2.8. It is well known that there are only tive defmite rational 
quaternion algebras with class number one, They correspond to the levels 
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S = 2, 3, 5, 7, 13. In the case ,S = 2, Corollary 2.7 reduces to Gauss’ famous 
result on the number of primitive representations of a positive integer as 
the sum of three squares (see [5, 19, 131). In the remaining cases of class 
number one, the analog of Corollary 2.7 was obtained in [17] using 
techniques analogous to those in [ 131 (see also [ 141). 
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